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Lesson Plan  

1 SUMMARY INFORMATION 

YOUR NAME: FRANCISCO ASSIS LEITE SILVA 

TOPIC OF YOUR LESSON: MATHEMATIC – COMPLEX NUMBERS 

TIME FRAME: 50 

SIZE OF YOUR CLASS: 28 

OTHER RELEVANT REMARKS: 1 PC 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE LESSON AND HOW IT FITS INTO YOUR ONGOING CURRICULUM: 

In the last school year, 12th grade students complete their academic career in secondary education, 

with the "Complex Numbers" domain.  

We will Start the theme with a historical introduction to complex numbers; we will use GeoGebra 

online (www.geogebra.com), the Google Classroom and Google Meets. 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

- Historical introduction to complex numbers; 

- Complex numbers in algebraic form;  

- Representation on the complex plane. 

2 ACTIVITIES 

In the following section you are asked to describe the different activities which make up your 

lesson plan. Please read the following three points before continuing with the template. 

1. For each activity in your lesson plan, please choose from the following learning 

outcomes (based on Bloom’s Taxonomy1): 

 Remember: recall facts and basic concepts 

 Understand: explain ideas or concepts 

 Apply: use information in new situations 

 Analyze: draw connections among ideas 

 Evaluate: justify a stand or decision 

 Create: produce new or original work 

A good lesson plan will have a variety of learning outcomes across the activities. 

2. For each activity in your lesson plan, please choose from the following activity types 

(based on Laurillard’s Conversational Framework): 

 Read/ watch/ listen: read a text, watch a video or listen to a speech/song 

 Collaborate: collaboration activities in a group  

                                                           

1 You can find more information here https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloom%27s_taxonomy  

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
http://www.geogebra.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloom%27s_taxonomy
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 Discuss: discussion in whole class setting, peers or in groups  

 Investigate: search for information, compare concepts, analyse a text 

 Practice: bring into action what you have learned, present, construct 

 Produce: create an artefact, draft a script, shoot a video etc. 

 

3. For each activity in your lesson plan identify the type of formative assessment 

technique used (e.g.: certain question and feedback techniques, peer assessment, self-

assessment, formative quizzes, etc.) as well as how you plan to use the information 

about student learning. 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 1: 

 Learning outcomes:  

- Remember: recall facts and basic concepts;  

- Create: produce new or original work 

 

Type of activity: Read/ watch/ listen: read a text, watch a video or listen to a speech/song 

Time: 30 minutes 

Role of students: presentation a “historical introduction to complex numbers”.   

Role of the teacher: Just to organize the groups presentations in Video conference, listening to 

students’ reports of group work and giving feedback to groups 

Description of the activity: The class begins with a presentation of the group work, about a short history 

of complex numbers. 

Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity:  

- Peer assessment using a Rubric. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities?  

- Depending on the results I will extend the presentation sessions and possibly adapt the 

timings and follow-up to each presentation. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
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ACTIVITY 2: 

 

Learning outcomes:  

- Apply: use information in new situations. 

- Analyze: draw connections among ideas. 

Type of activity:  

- Using the GeoGebra Classic, visualize the equations of the 2nd degree impossible, in the set of 

real numbers. 

- Algebraically determine the non-real solutions of 2nd degree equations, impossible in IR. 

- Represent, on the complex plane, complex numbers using GeoGebra Classic. 

Time: 60 minutes 

Role of students:  

- In GeoGebra Classic, build your representations autonomously, with the help of instructions 

provided by the teacher. 

Role of the teacher:  

- giving instructions, answering students’ questions, creating a shared Google Classroom 

document for students’, writing tasks and posting a self-assessment Quiz in the document. 

Description of the activity: Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity 

- self-assessment with a Quiz. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities?  

- Students’ self-assessment will tell me how confident they are in using Geogebra Classic for 

representation the complex numbers in complex plan, where they feel they have their strengths 

and weaknesses. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
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ACTIVITY 3: 

 

Learning outcomes:  

- Evaluate: justify a stand or decision 

Type of activity:  

- Discuss: discussion in whole class setting, peers or in groups  

Time: 30 minutes 

Role of students:  

- collaborating in a whole-class discussion, reflecting what they have learnt. 

Role of the teacher:  

- initiating a discussion, providing positive feedback and further steps. 

 

Description of the activity: Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity 

- The teacher reflects on the peer-assessment activity and asks students to do the same by giving 

them a chance to express their opinions on the work that has been done. 

- The teacher repeats some key points and gives instructions for further work. 

 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities?  

- I`ll use students’ feedback to change, adapt and improve lessons for the following lessons. 

- I`ll learn about their weak and strong points and provide students with more practice examples. 

 

Google- Forms: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScpC0CBRYnWJZ8rvfAg63iuzMand4mqh7IrVzjGEF_fb_v3sQ/viewform?usp=sf_link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScpC0CBRYnWJZ8rvfAg63iuzMand4mqh7IrVzjGEF_fb_v3sQ/viewform?usp=sf_link

